
Expert-led care 
for every digestive
health issue

Targeting conditions of every acuity level, our
comprehensive digestive health platform makes it
easy for your team members to quickly find support for
GI concerns—from convenient virtual care to 24/7
access to a dedicated clinical team nationwide. 

Proven to improve symptoms, reduce costs, and
enhance quality of life, Cylinder provides an innovative
solution for optimizing employee health and
strengthening your bottom line.

To learn more, please contact your Cylinder sales representative
at sales@cylinderhealth.com or visit cylinderhealth.com.

Reducing costs and improving outcomes,
Cylinder’s dedicated team of providers help
close care gaps and increase medication
adherance.

We work within the existing care ecosystem to
improve continuity and close gaps in care–for
better population health, an improved patient
experience, and less frustration for all.

“I can't believe my company offers this as a
benefit! Healthy and happy employees means
we perform better at work and that's very
meaningful to me.”

Improving the accessibility and availability of GI
care, Cylinder puts personalized, 24/7 support
for digestive health issues within reach of
employees across all 50 states. 

Individualized, doctor-backed care for the full
spectrum of gastrointestinal issues in all 50 states,
Cylinder helps support the well-being of your
workforce, while reducing overall health care costs. 

Ready to see how Cylinder can help your workforce? 

Features & benefits 

Streamlined care experience

Cylinder Member

Convenient, coordinated care 

Centralized, intuitive digital platform



Real results that
go beyond GI
symptom relief

 Source: Member Outcomes 2023

cylinderhealth.com

91%
of Cylinder members

have improved GI
symptoms

92%
of members 

have improved 
quality of life

89%
of members 

have identified
 trigger foods

Cylinder engages 13% of employees on average vs. only 5%
for other chronic care services.

We streamline administration by billing through claims and seamlessly
integrating with the existing partners in your benefits ecosystem.

Priced per active employee, Cylinder keeps costs simple and
proudly offers performance-based guarantees to cover a portion
of fees at risk. 

“When an employer provides
a program like Cylinder 
to their employees, it
communicates without
question that their team
members matter.” 

Transparent, value-based pricing

2.6x higher employee engagement

Easy administration for fewer hassles Gary M. 
US Foods Employee

Improved digestive health is just the beginning

Our valued clients & partners

To learn more, please contact your Cylinder sales representative
at sales@cylinderhealth.com or visit cylinderhealth.com.

Ready to see how Cylinder can help your workforce? 


